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UNB Libraries researchers can access Statistics Canada public use microdata files
(PUMFs) online using this resource; however, to access the microdata housed in
the Research Data Centres (RDCs), researchers must submit a project proposal to
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and Statistics
Canada.
For more information, please see the NB RDC webpage <http://www2.unb.ca/rdc/>
or contact the UNB Data/GIS Librarian, Siobhan Hanratty (hanratty@unb.ca).
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If you are not sure of what survey you need, you can also search by statistical
survey and products or perform a search at the variable level.
You can further restrict your results by filtering by type (PUMF data or Masterfile
codebook), survey, or subject. Results are ordered by relevance (most hits first).
Click on the survey name and cycle to be taken into the Nesstar webview.
If two or more search times are entered, it will return hits that include all your search
terms. It is possible to use other operators to connect words, like AND, OR, NOT
and to search for phrases by using quotation marks.
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You can also search variables. Once again, you can limit by survey and then by
subject. Note that the result list no longer lists survey titles (as it did in the previous
example), but now lists variables. If you click on the variable, you’ll be taken to the
variable description (as seen above).
If two or more search times are entered, it will return hits that include all your search
terms. It is possible to use other operators to connect words, like AND, OR, NOT
and to search for phrases by using quotation marks.
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When you click on a survey title, example Canadian Tobacco, Alcohol and Drugs
Survey (CTADS) 2015 Persons File, the description tab becomes active and the
“abstract” for that dataset is displayed. An active tab has a dark-gray
background and white text. An inactive tab has a light-grey background and
black text.

The Description tab: displays descriptive information about the dataset.
In the browse list, under the survey title, you will see metadata folders, which
provide information about the dataset in the following subfolders:
Study Description: contains information about the survey, such as title, abstract,
keywords
Other Documentation: contains links to survey resources, including links to the
IMDB page, codebook, user guides, etc
Variable Description: provides details of all variables within a survey dataset.
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Nesstar allows you to also view surveys by variable description.
In this example under PUMFs select “Canadian Tobacco, Alcohol and Drugs Survey,
2015: Person File”.
Clicking on any variable on the right side of the screen will show the variable group.
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If available, you will have the Question, description of variable, etc. This information
is pulled from the codebook.
Note that the variable description gives you value labels as well as unweighted
frequencies (“N”) and weighted frequencies (“NW”).
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Nesstar allows a variety of functions, including tabulations. A table can be created
containing one or more variables from a survey dataset.
When working with tables, Nesstar is great, because it supports drag and drop to
alter a table. This makes it very user-friendly and allows modifications to be easily
done.
The table cells represent the frequency that particular categories, or combination of
categories, occurred.
If more than one variable is added to a row or column, the variables will appear
nested in the table.
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Nesstar also allows you to perform analysis on selected cases and also add filters
and weights.
You should use weights as indicated by the codebook. It is almost never
appropriate to use unweighted counts, but it is only appropriate to use the weights
if release criteria are met (often n=30). What does this mean? Make sure you do
not reduce your sample population to the point where there are less than 30
respondents in your cell count. If need be, you can recode variables to make your
cell counts higher. Using geography or age is often an easy way to do this.
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Nesstar allows you to easily perform calculations. Inserting calculations lets users
calculate and display new categories in a table. New categories can only be
calculated on variables that are already added to a table.
In this example under PUMFs, select the Canadian Tobacco, alcohol, and drugs
survey, 2015 person file.

Then select tabulation.
Under description of variables you can add a column in this case Marijuana use –
ever used/tried was selected and you click it to add column.
In the drop-down menu, you can select a calculation such as:
• Aggregate
• Subtract
• Multiply
• Division and more
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Another function of Nesstar is the creation of graphs.
Various bar graphs can be created as well as pie charts. Here are simple
illustrations to show its functionality.
In this example under PUMFs select Canadian Tobacco, alcohol and drugs survey
2015 person file.
Select tabulation.
Under variable description marijuana use – ever used / tried select add column.
Then click the diagram icon.
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Nesstar allows you to export and print tables.
The first icon to the left in the box allows you to export a table to a spreadsheet,
such as Excel.
The second icon exports it to a PDF file
The third icon allows you to print
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One of the other great features of Nesstar is the ability to download datasets in
various formats. This allows users to access the datasets in the format or program
of their choice.
Some of the available formats include SAS, SPSS, and STATA.
Documentation can also be downloaded in XML and PDF format.
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